
REDUCE
YOUR SCHOOLSʼ WATER 
COST BY UP TO

As the Principal and Bursar of your School, you will have noticed the increased cost of water in 
Johannesburg over the last years, which has risen by a full 65% since 2016. Johannesburg is of course the most 
densely populated City in South Africa, where a combination of economic and environmental trends are causing 
tremendous strains on the water resource and infrastructure.

Suntricity, having worked exclusively with Schools since 2012, has conceived, designed and tested a 4 STEP 
PROGRAM, aimed at reducing water consumption and cost in Schools by up to 80%, having already achieved this 
impressive milestone in a number of schools in Johannesburg.

The process is extremely simple, although it does involve the close collaboration of schools over the initial 1 to 3 month 
data gathering period, where Suntricity will analyse as much data as possible, from which it becomes possible to 
quantify individual potential savings.

With no initial upfront costs, all data capturing is carried out by Suntricity at NO COST TO THE SCHOOL. After 
the initial data capture (depending on the results), schools can choose to pay upfront costs of implementation or be 
part of a Shared Savings Scheme, where all investments are supported by Suntricity and repaid over a 12 month 
period based on savings achieved through the investments.

Having tried and tested the water saving solutions on 10 schools within Johannesburg, Suntricity is now looking for the 
next 50 schools to carry out a phased roll out in 2019.

It has never been easier to reduce your water consumption and costs as well save up to 80%.

SECONDARY/HIGH SCHOOLS: 
Average Water Cost: R370,000 in 2016 has increased to R545,000 in 2019

These increases can no longer be ignored by Schools Administrators, 
individually responsible for paying Municipal Invoices.

PRIMARY SCHOOLS: 
Average Water Cost: R200,000 in 2016 has increased to 
R330,000 in 2019

™

Act NOW…
For more information, be the �rst to contact Suntricity by sending an email to mail@suntricity.co.za or 
calling directly to 072 083 6565, and speak to Hendry van Branden - CEO Suntricity. 



ABOUT SUNTRICITY:
SUNTRICITY (PTY) LTD, based in Constantia Kloof, Johannesburg, are leaders in analysing Municipal billing data of 
Electricity and Water, through FIRSTLOOK™, the largest Municipal Invoice Database in South Africa. FirstLook™ tracks 
Electricity and Water consumption in schools, with a simple, easy to use proprietary software,  providing precise data, 
statistics and Key Performance Indicators (KPI), identifying consumption patterns. This data provides the information to 
help identify waste, increasing efficiency and reducing electricity and water consumption, aimed at achieving significant 
cost savings. 

AQUASTOP™ is a water reducing system, conceived and exclusively developed in South Africa by Suntricity.

Having carried out real-time monitoring at several schools in Johannesburg, it was found that Water Consumption 
OUTSIDE SCHOOL HOURS is between 40% and 60% of total consumption. 

This is predominantly the result of maintenance and infrastructure issues, principally in toilet facilities, where a leaking 
cistern will cause practically unnoticeable losses of 2 Litres per minute, which equates to 120 Litres loss each hour and 
2,880 Litres each day. Water Audits at school often find between 4 and 6 “leaking cisterns”. 

With the cost of each KL of Water/Sewage (including VAT) due to increase to R70.00 per KL in 2019 (presently R61.50), a 
minimum loss of 5KL a day cost your school R350.00 per day and approximately R130,000.00 per annum.

It is for this reason that Suntricity’s water saving strategy will initially focus on eliminating Waste OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL 
HOURS.

AQUASTOP™ has been installed in schools in Johannesburg since December 2017 and now boasts an impressive track 
record of over 8,000,000 Litres water saved.

For further details, please contact Suntricity on 011 534 8695 or mail@suntricity.co.za ™

STEP 1:
Upload the Schools 
Electricity and Water 

accounts on FirstLook™

STEP 2:
Start 3-month Manual 

Monitoring Campaign to 
determine Day/Night 

Consumption Patterns.

STEP 3:
Where necessary, install 
AquaStop™ which will 
dramatically reduce the 

Night Time 
Consumption.

STEP 4:
Should Outside School 
Hours consumption be 

low, access During School 
Hour consumption, in 

order to determine 
potential for savings.

Operating Period Analysis
AquaStop was installed on 14-01-2019

October 28, 2018  -  June 9, 2019

During Operating Hours
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Outside Operating Hours

AquaStop Daily Analysis
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